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Flymove Bertone Motorsport launches the first full electric challenge
at the Endurance Racing.
Flymove Bertone Motorsport, the division of Flymove Holding dedicated to the group’s sports management and
the production of completely electric hyper-cars, announces a start of preliminary feasibility studies in order to
submit the project for approval for the participation to the Endurance racing, within “Garage 56” category of the
Le Mans 24 Hours. Flymove Bertone approaches Endurance Racing with a fully electric car with battery swap
system and takes the lead with this most advanced new technology within the electric mobility spectrum.
Le Mans "Garage 56" is the most suitable context for testing the new frontiers of automotive technology on the
track, in particular for the electric and renewable mobility of the future. For the first revolutionary Dianchè BSS
GT “Endurance” prototype development, an essential financial investment has been planned. For this feasibility
study Flymove Bertone has chosen Sergio Rinland’s design experience gained over decades in Formula
One and Le Mans, joined by Bertone's design team led by Carlos Arroyo Turon, supported by the excellent skills
of the group’s technological partners.
The Dianchè GT “Endurance” will be the first “fully electric” racing car in the world to use a brand new and
innovative automatic rapid Battery Swap System (“BSS”), jointly developed by Flymove Bertone with partners
Dianba and Eurofork, which will allow the car to stop in the pits in a similar manner as ICE and Hybrid cars do in
the race, with similar performance and duration.
The President of the Team is Enric Codony, with a great experience in racing particularly in Renault Motorsport,
while the Team Principal is Giuseppe Dorigo, another race veteran with twenty-five F1 seasons under his belt.
Flymove Bertone Team has already chosen the Adria International Raceway as the base for development and
testing, while a creation of the "dream team" is still ongoing with highly experienced Formula One and Endurance
drivers for this extraordinary technological and sport enterprise that today has no equal in the history of motor
racing.
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